
JOURNAL 5

My 4 year old cousin Kamil came 
to visit us with his parents from 
London. I haven›t seen him for 
about 2 years so i›ve missed him 
so much. We are 3 girls in my 
family and one brother, but he›s 
27 years old. I›ve always wanted 
a younger sibling, preferably a 
boy, and my cousin Kamil makes 
up for that little brother i›ve al-
ways wished for. I›ve also men-
tioned this in the visual journal. 
I took him to his favorite fast food 
place, Macdonalds. I also took 
him to villagio where he rode a 
rented toy car which i had to push 
for the whole time we were at 
the mall. I›ve introduced all my 
friends to him, and took pictures 
with the little cute boy.

For all 5 journals I made the whole collage black and white and then 
chose the areas were I thought there was interesting colors or the 
subject was important so i applied intense color in those particular 
areas only. I played with high saturations, hues, contrast, brighness 
and many other applications. But i mad esure all 5 panels look unified.
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EXCITEMENT

These people here in this 
picture look like they are 
going to party. They›re all 
running towards something, 
which i think is the dance 
floor. It looks like a festival or 
something because the party 
is outside i can tell it›s night 
aswell. They all have 
balloons on their heads 
that›s why i assumed it is a 
party aswell.

FEAR

The people in this image 
almost like ghosts rather 
than people. Especially the 
person in the background. 
They are all wrapped in a 
similar ragged cloth and 
almost covering their mouths 
i assume from a sandstorm 
from looking at the sky in the 
background. I think this is 
somewhere in Africa. These 
people look tired and hun-
gry from the appearance of 
the child in the foreground. 
His eyes are closed and his 
head tilted in a way where 
he wants to almost lie down 
or sleep from feeling too 
tired and hungry.

CONFLICT

The military man in this 
picture is looking back at 
something which i persume 
is «the enemy» because of 
the look in his eyes, a com-
bination of fear and anger. 
He›s holding a walky talky 
i think communicating with 
people of his own to warn 
them of what is back there 
(the thing he›s looking at). 
I think he›s driving a battle 
tank. Battle always means 
conflict so this image fit well 
into this catgory.

JEALOUS

These two look like a couple 
relaxing in a park (from the 
bench and grass). And the 
man is perhaps staring at 
another beautiful woman. His 
partner notices by looking 
at her eyes. She›s not really 
looing at him but she can feel 
what he›s doing and prob-
ably is jealous of the other 
woman.

ENVY

This looks like a waitress 
staring outside the glass 
window at the world outside 
envying the people outside 
for being free while she›s 
stuck in a restaurant drying 
glasses and dishes.

PROJECT 5-Visual
 Journal
Due November 27th (students may turn in the project at any point through-
out the semester).

For this project I decided to document my eid holiday. I documented 5 
outings during the break, which are explained futher in the following:-

JOURNAL 1

In this day me and my family 
went to sealine beach resort in 
Um saeed. We went there from 
the morning to catch the sun and 
beautiful weather. On our way 
there i took pictures of road signs 
and when we got there we road 
motor bikes on the sand dunes 
and also rented a cabin there. 
Here there is evidence of my fam-
ily, the motorbikes, sand dunes, 
cabin door and number (Chalet 
24). There is also my sister›s car 
that took us there.
We spent the whole day there, 
we went back home about 11:00 
at night so we arrived home at 
12:00 because the road trip takes 
45 mintues.

JOURNAL 3

In this day I went to the fair. There 
were so many games, so many 
colors. It was beautiful. Althouh I 
didn›t play much, because most of 
the games were for kids, I was just 
admiring the smilies of many and 
the bright colors of everything.
There was shawerma, popcorn 
and many other foods. There was 
also a DJ playing R ‹n›B and some 
Hip Hop music.
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JOURNAL 4

Usually every second day of the 
eid, the Sudanese society in Qatar 
makes a gathering in one of the 
clubs in Doha. This year they made 
it in the Falcon Club. There, you find 
each and every Sudanese family. 
That way we can all celebrate and 
greet each other for the eid instead 
of visiting each other in our homes. 
Me and my friends all wore the 
Sudanese traditional clothes. In the 
background i put the Sudanese flag. 
And for the added text, i added a 
poem about Sudan.
There were performances such as 
songs, dances, and even poems. 
After the performances a buffet was 
served. The event was over late that 
eveing at about 8:00 pm.

JOURNAL 2

In this night ma and a colleage 
of mine also from VCU-Q went 
to aspire right outside the Vil-
lagio Mall where they held a 
soccer freestyle for boys from 
around the world. Based on 
performance, some were chosen 
to go to the finals in Brazil at the 
end of the tournament. It was so 
much fun, there was a DJ play-
ing my favortie kind of music 
which was street and under-
ground Hip-Hop.
Also, Rebbull was sponsoring 
this tournament so they were 
giving out free rebdulls for every-
body. I didn›t drink one because i 
think redbull tastes lie medicine. I 
like the sugar free redbull though 
but they didn›t have any. 
The writings in this journal are 
from the soccer freestyle website 
itself. It is just basic information 
about the night itself. It was over 
about 11:00 or 11:30 pm. 
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PROJECT I - Visual 
Emotive Studies

ANGER

I found this image in a 
magazine. I chose it for 
anger for the attitude the 
man is showing in his physi-
cal gesture in this photo. His 
body language immediately 
gives me a sense of anger 
from the way he›s holding 
the silver chain as if he was 
to hit someone with it. His 
facial expression also looks 
quite angrey. The color in 
this photo, which is red, can 
also communicate anger. 
It might  be cliche to say so 
but i think here it works well 
to communicate the 
expression of anger 
since it is not so obvious.

 Part 1 - The Found Image

 JOY

I found this image in a 
magazine. Here the girl is 
probably out on a sunny 
day after it was raining 
because she is wearing what 
i assume is a rain coat and 
holding an umberella. She›s 
smiling happily with her right 
foot kicked towards the sky. 
This is a sign of happines 
and delight so i picked this 
image for Joy.

REPOSE

As soon as i glanced at this 
image I thought of repose 
because i felt like this man 
was at ease, and relaxed. I 
think he is probably praying 
or doing  ritual pose 
(because of his hand gesture 
i thought of religion). 
Or perhaps some kind o 
yoga. His eyes are closed, 
probably mediating.



FEAR

When i saw this building 
it really scared me. The 
height of it, and the crooked 
sides of the building. It 
looks unsure, like it doesn›t 
know if it should fall or stay 
standing.

JOY

Here in this image is a 
preparation to celebrate a 
new born child. The pink is 
for if it was a girl, and blur 
if it was a boy. Im trying to 
capture the joy of the parents 
awaiting their new born 
child, how happy they are to 
welcome the new child into 
their lives.

REPOSE

This is a building of the 
islamic mosque. It is the 
place where people go 
to pray, sometimes cry, 
complain and many other 
things that when one leaves 
the place they feel at ease 
and calm. Even inside, 
praying is another form 
of meditation. It relaxes a 
person and makes them 
feel reclined. The building 
is quite and peaceful, inside 
and outside. Expect when 
the calling of prayer is said. 
It welcomes people to come 
unwind and feel at their right 
place.
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STORYBOARD: (BACK)

The first video we shot was of two girl groups walking in the park. But the instructor 
informed us that the video was acctually discontinous and it did not contain alot 
of footage to make a continous one so we had to reshoot. And we included males 
in our video for the second time we shoot the short film. There was no particular 
reason why we chose the males instead of females, only because the male actors 
were available then.
It took us both about a week to get used to using Final Cut Pro. We also used the 
handouts that our instructor gave us regarding how to us Final Cut.

Final Cut Pro Workflow

1) Double click on the computer hard drive icon, or your external hard drive icon .Go 
to “Documents” .  Go to “File” at the top of the Mac screen .Create New Folder (name 
new folder—this will be your project folder)

2) Open Final Cut Pro . “File” . “Close Project” any projects which open with Final Cut 
that are not yours . Go to “File”  . New Project

3) Under “Final Cut Pro” pull down menu . “System Settings”  .“Scratch Disk” tab. set 
ALL of the settings (including Waveform, Thumbnail, and Autosave Vault) on this tab 
to go to the hard drive, and your project folder on the hard drive (either the internal or 
external drive).

4) Click on the time line .go to “Sequence” pull down menu . “Sequence Settings” . 
on the “General” tab, set all of the below settings to be DV PAL . Frame Size: 720 X 
576 (CCIR 601/ DV PAL (5:4)  . Pixel Aspect Ratio: PAL-CCIR 601 (720 X 576) . Edit-
ing Timebase: 25 .Quicktime Video Settings (Compressor): DV-PAL . Audio Settings: 
48 kHz, 16 bit
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 Part 2 - The Acquired Image

ANGER

Cigarrettes are usually 
linked to anger because 
when someone is angry or 
stressed they go fetch their 
cigarrette pack for a smoke 
to relieve tthe anxiety. For 
teens, mostly, it is a sign of 
rebeliousness and insub-
ordination. The outcome of 
the friendly packet offering 
you two cigaretts at a time is 
deadly and dangerous.

CONFLICT

The red streak causes a 
barrier between me (the 
photographer) and the pool, 
if i had wanted to take close 
up pictures. It also crosses )
(also angers, or irritates) a 
line between the swimmer 
and the pool. The people 
who emptied the pool not 
only set a warning ground 
for the swimmers but also 
might have ruined their whole 
day in which they planned to 
swim. They also did not warn 
the swimmers before hand. 
And although they might 
have never met the red and 
white striped line gives out all 
the communication between 
these two parties and causes 
conflict between them.

ENVY

Here there are two envious 
messeges. Although these 
are all apples lined in row, 
it could be that the green 
apple envies the other 3 
red apples or vice versa, 
the red apples envious of 
the green apple because it 
is different than the other 
apples. It is exclusive and 
unique.

EXCITEMENT

Disco balls are known to be 
used in parties and clubs be-
cause they cause reflection 
of colors which add to the 
excitement together with the 
DJ, smoke and energy of the 
people dancing on the floor.

JEALOUS

The whole pose of this model 
is of someone who is jealous 
or wants to make people 
jealous. Staring directly at 
the viewer with all confidence 
like it has nothing to fear.
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5) For the first time you save your project . Save As (name your file) . Save it to 
your project folder . then to keep saving your work, click APPLE-S keyboard com-
bination . save your project file every few minutes, and periodically save it out to 
more than one location (e.g. a jump/flash drive or a second attached hard drive).

The next time you want to open your project, merely click on the project icon, and 
Final Cut Pro will automatically launch your project.

6) To capture/ digitize footage . turn on DV deck .Put tape in deck . “File”. “Log and 
Capture” . under the “Clip Settings” tab, make sure that both video and audio are 
selected, and that 2 channels are selected for audio input. . under the “Capture 
Settings” tab “Device Control” should be set to Firewire PAL, and “Capture Input” 
should be se for “DV PAL 48 kHz. . scroll through video until you find video you 
wish to capture . set “In” and “Out” points using “I” and “O” on the keyboard” . select 
“Capture Clip” .name clip . the computer will pre-roll and the capture your clip.

7) Edit your piece together to your heart’s content. Finesse it until you are happy 
with it.

8) To cut your piece out to a Mini-DV master ”. turn DV deck on . set the deck in 
local mode  . set “input” button on DV deck to “DV”. Go to “Final Cut Pro” pull down 
menu.Audio/ Video settings . Go to the last tab on this dialogue box labeled “A/V 
Devices” . Check “Different Output for Edit to Tape/ Print To Tape” . under “video” 
set to “Apple FireWire PAL” . under “Audio” select “Firewire DV 

9) (CUTTING OUT TO TAPE CONTINUED) . In Final Cut Pro go to “File” - “Print 
to Video” - set the appropriate leader and trailer elements (usually 30 sec. of color 
bars and count down leader—most of the other settings can be left to their default 
values) . set to print “Entire Media” .click “OK” . Final Cut will say “Writing Video”, 
and then “Writing Audio” - Final Cut will then ask you to press record on the record 
DV deck . press record .Press “Ok” on the Final Cut menu - Color bars will appear 
on the screen - make sure on the VU meter there is audio, and it is at around -12dB 
for during the color bars and tone - check your tape by opening “Log and Capture” 
(make sure it has video and audio.

To Import CD Audio Into Final Cut:

Hide Final Cut Pro - put CD in computer tray - drag a copy of whatever track you 
wish to use into the “Capture Scratch” folder within your project folder - eject the 
CD from the computer - re-open Final Cut Pro - “File” - “Import” - navigate to your 
“Capture Scratch” folder, and select the audio track you just placed into the folder—
it will now appear in your Browser as a clip that you can edit.
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PROJECT 3-Zoetrope

For the zoetrope i did alot of research in youtube and google in addition with the 
handouts that Tim Wilkerson has provided us. I decided to make my zoetrope on a 
Lazy Suzanne. I got a big sized Lazy Suzanne because my illustration is going to 
be long. It is of someone dacing ballet.

In the movement of the zoetrope the ballet dancer is spinning, and jumping, just 
dancing ballet. I chose a simple black figure to focus on movement rather than 
physical features of the ballet model. It is made to look neither female nor male.

The Optical Toy: The Zoetrope or Praxinoscope

Create either a zoetrope or praxinoscope that is at least 40 or 50 cm in diameter, and 
has at least 12 frames. The images can either be hand drawn, computer drawn, or 
photographs, and can convey any type of motion that you want to show. However, 
the larger the gestures of motion the better in terms of how it will show on the screen. 
Video tape the resulting motion, creating a Quicktime for your own portfolio.

Deadline: Tuesday November 4th
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FEAR

The darkness in this image 
reflects the color of fear. 
The scribbles of the white 
lines reflect the confusion 
and mystification of this 
mental state. The two circles 
in the middle are like two 
people lost in a dark room 
trying to find the light (the 
surroundig heavy white 
lines). And the they are 
trying to follow that light 
but it is going both ways.

JEALOUS

The two circles in this 
image are exactly the 
same. Both the same size, 
both the same color. How-
ever one of the circles is 
set back behind the lines 
like a person locked up in a 
prison cell and the other is 
above the lines like a liber-
ated, boundless individual. 
The circle behind the lines 
is jealous of the free circle 
like a prisoner envious of a 
freed  individual. 
Also, the circle behind the 
lines looks darker in color 
although both colors are 
the same. I think that is due 
to the heavy black lines on 
the circle give the illusion 
that the circle in darker in 
shade when in fact it is the 
same.

REPOSE

The wave resembles that 
of music or sound. 
The orange circles are like 
volume or frequency. 
The bigger the circle the 
higher the volume, or 
frequency, the smaller the 
circle the lower the volume 
for example. Just like what
 i did with anger, here i›m 
trying to capture the process 
of getting to the state of 
repose. The circles are 
bigger, big, medium, small, 
smaller, and then tiny. The 
smaller the circle the 
more relaxed and rested the 
state is. The bigger, the 
opposite.
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 Part 3 - The Abstracted Image

ANGER

The upper part of this 
abstracted image illustrates 
the theoretical state of 
anything before anger. It 
shows calmness and 
tranquility. The lower part of 
the image exemplifies the 
state of anger. The lines are 
collapsing into each other 
to show fury and rage. The 
circles at the end of each 
line is supposed to weigh 
down the lines and seperate 
each line from the other. 
The light red shows the 
nonviolent shade of anger 
and the dark shade is sup-
posed to illustate  the an-
tagonism of the mental and 
physcial state.

CONFLICT

The red and blue dots in this 
image are supposed to ex-
emplify two opposing groups. 
The red dots are going 
upwards in resistance to the 
blue dots that re going down-
wards. Whilst the remaing 
space of the page is calm in 
contrast to the «battle» that›s 
going on in the middle of the 
page.

ENVY

The smaller circle on the 
lower right of the page is 
envying the 3 bigger circles 
on the upper left of the page, 
which are made to look 
superior in contrast to the 
circle on the lower left by 
size and palcement in the 
page.
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PROJECT 4-Video
 Project 
Formalism\ Neo-formalism

Formalism is the exact observance to customary shape and appearance in art. 
That shape or form should be studied and clear (in terms of color, shape size, 
etc.). Also, the basis or outline of the work, the incentive for its invention or 
formation.
Neo-formalism is the advance to film or motion picture study founded on a study. 
It is also a process to the idea and suggestion that there is a difference between a 
narrative and the form that expresses or communicates the narrative. 

IDEA:

My partner is Maha al Darwish for this project we decided to make a short film 
on two high school enemies (because we are supposed to make a video on two 
rivalries). The high school enemies meet in a park after a couple of years after 
high school and they greet each other (normally and nicely). But then one of 
them starts reminding the other of the bruises she gave her in high school and 
start acusing each other of who started the fight. So they start fighting again like 
in high school and their friends break them up from the fight. We were required to 
draw a storyboard for this idea.

Story Board:  (Front)
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IN CLASS NOTES:-

PHOTOGRAPHY: From 2 Greek Words, «Lightning» and «Writing».

PINHOLE CAMERA: «Camera Obscura», comes from two Latin words meaning «dark» 
and «Box» or «Room». 
Both Leonardo Da Vinci and Vermeer used the pinhole camera.

«KITAB AL MANAZIR» - «Book of Optics» By IBN AL-HAYTHAM (aka AL HAZEN)

DEPTH OF FIELD: The distance infront of and behind the subject you are focusing on, 
which is also in focus. What›s in focus, and what›s not...
DEPTH OF FIELD IS AFFECTED BY THINGS:
1. WIDER THE LENS: Greater the depth of field.
2. MORE LIGHT: (or the smaller the iris opening), the greater the depth of field.
3. FURTHER THE SUBECT: from the camera, the greater the depth of field.

SLR CAMERA: Single Lens Reflex.

EXPOSURE CONTROL: Aperture, Shutter Speed, ISO.

APERTURE: Still and Video cameras have an «iris» (or aperture), which adjusts to allow 
different amounts of light to strike the receptor.

F-STOPS: The marks that indicate a scale used to gauge exposure (the size of the iris).
  The smaller the F-stop number, the larger the iris opening. The larger the F-stop number, the 
smaller the iris opening.

«STOPPING DOWN»/ «CLOSING DOWN»: The iris turn to larger number.

«STOPPING UP»\ «OPENING UP»: The iris turn to a smaller number.

SHUTTER SPEED: The shutter regulates how long (in time) the CCD is exposed to 
light.

SLOW SHUTTER SPEED: Significantly slower than 1\60 sec. creates motion blur.
  The faster the shutter speed, the more you must open the aperture to achieve proper expo-
sure.

ISO: Related to ASA in film stocks, and denotes the sensitivity of the film or CCD.

WHITE BALANCE: Related to color temperature of Lights. Hold up a white card, and 
depress the camera›s white balance button makes light colors appear «white».
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The two images above are our first examples our first feminist theory idea of 
the little girl putting on her mother›s jewelry and makeup. We took these images 
without using the pinhole camera first just to test the composition and visual idea.

Visuals of our pinhole camera:- 
We constructed this 
pinhole camera using two 
cardboard boxes, black 
tape, illustration board, 
and aluminium foil.

We tested the pinhole 
in a room window in-
side our VCU campus. 
We used a tripod and 
set the shutter speed 
between 15 to 30 sec-
onds.
We also tested the light 
in the room by turning 
off the lights and open-
ing the curtain windows 
in the room.
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PROJECT 2- 
Pinhole Camera
I was partnered with Abdullah El Emadi for this project. First thing we started 
to do is constructing the pinhole camera. We had to chose between film or 
digital capturing of images. We thought a digital pinhole camera was quicker 
and easier to make, besides the equipment was available at the time. We 
did alot of research in YouTube and Google on how to construct a pinhole 
camera and we many useful videos in YouTube that really helped. We made 
our pinhole out of cardboard boxes. Once we got that pinole ready we had to 
think of a stratedgy reflecting the feminist theory:

1. A little girl putting on her mother›s makeup perhaps.
2. A little boy wearing a suit and holding a breifcase.
3. A male reclining on a feminish car like a beatle for example.
4. A group of girl staring at a masculine car like a Land Crusier for example.
5. A boy driving a masculine car trying to holler at a female walking by in the 
street, ignoring him.
6. A couple of masculine mobile phones placed to stare at a pink, feminine 
phone.
8. A couple of green apples (the males) staring at one red apple (the fe-
male).

First Examples of Images Taken 
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Final chosen Images:-

Feminist Theory:

The feminist theory is the belief in equality of women, both publicly and politi-
cally. It is completely against topics of sexual categories and instead support and 
promote women rights, wellbeing, and welfare. It is just like racism but this one 
deals with gender differences and equalities instead of genetics.

Here there are three girls 
staring at the guy with the 
big masculine car. They 
are admiring the male 
because of his nice, big, 
expensive car. He is not 
even bothering to get 
down from his car to talk 
to them. 

A couple of females start-
ing at a boy talking on his 
mobile phone.

Here the same idea again 
with the male in his nice 
car talking to the female 
in the street. She is only 
talking back because she 
has a nice car, otherwise 
maybe she wouldn›t have 
given him face.

Here a couple of females 
are admiring a masculine 
car without having anyone 
drive it.


